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Christine Walde describes the effects of trauma on a
group or society in her chapter on post-memory in
Lucan’s Civil War: “In clinical traumatology,
'trauma’ denotes a deep influence on a human being’s
psyche exerted by violent events or experiences that

cannot be integrated into the coordinates of everyday
experience. …On the level of groups and societies,
traumata are extraordinarily violent events causing a
discontinuity in day-to-day routine.” (284-5).

Fitch (2002: 39) “As an audience, we certainly register the monstrosity of the attempt to construct oneself, but we can also admire the struggle, even sympathize with it - in a man or a woman, we would add
- because we are all involved in a similar struggle on
our own accounts, beyond a matter of choice.” They
are remarking on a Salman Rushdie quote “A man
who sets out to make himself up is taken on the creator’s role, according to one way of seeing things: he’s
unnatural, a blasphemer, an abomination of
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abominations. From another angle, you could see pathos in him, heroism in his struggle. in his willingness to risk” (The Satanic Verses, London, 1988, 49).
Fitch John G. and Siobhan McElduff. 2002. “Construction of the Self in Senecan Drama” in Mnemosyne 55: 18-40.
3
Translations are my own and follow the Latin passages immediately. I discuss at length the Latin subsequently.

Raudon writes of the Hart Island dead: “Using
Rikers Island inmates for labor has been another
sign of stigma and abandonment in this process.
Many critics saw the use of inmates to bury the dead
as marking this labor with a troubling banality of exploitation and erasure –the disenfranchised burying
the forgotten” (2022:89).
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Cf. Elizabeth Asmis (2009: 115) very persuasively
argues that Seneca constructs a “new type of Stoic
hero in her excellent essay “Seneca on fortune and
the kingdom of god”: “This essay will investigate the
construction of a new type of hero: Seneca’s ideal of
the virtuous Roman as a fighter against fortune.
Based on traditional patriotic ideals, this construction

is influenced jointly by Stoic moral principles and the
Roman conception of Fortune…By transferring his
allegiance from the Roman state to god, or his own
moral self, Seneca’s Roman here calls in question the
legitimacy of the state and its rulers. The state is
viewed as the domain of fortune; and it yields to a
kingdom which is coextensive with the community of
mankind as ruled by god.” Oedipus does this very
same thing: he renounces and severs his allegiance to
his kingdom and transfers it to himself as virtuous
hero once he’s cast out his vices. Asmis, Elizabeth.
2009. “Seneca on Fortune and the Kingdom of God”
in Seneca and the Self. Edd. Shadie Bartsch and David Wray. Cambridge.
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OLD refers to the Oxford Latin Dictionary, and I
will omit OLD from now on, as I don’t use any other
dictionaries.
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Asmis writes “By setting moral effort over against
the onslaughts of fortune, Seneca wrests the most
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intensely active victory from what appears to be the
most devastating crisis of defeat” (2019: 115).
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Busch, Austin. 2007 “Versane natura est? Natural
and Linguistic Instability in the Extispicium and Self8

Blinding of Seneca’s Oedipus.” Classical Journal
102: 225-67.
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IM Crosson writes, “Multiple spatial and temporal
frames thus converge and continue running in parallel
throughout the epic,” (2020:28).
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Saylor, C.F. 1978. Belli Spes Inproba: The Theme
of Walls in Lucan, Pharsalia VI. Transactions of the
American Philological Association 108: 243-257.
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Leib argues that “They (homines magi) exist outside of the fides, or communal faith, as Agamben
would say, and thus, we struggle to hear in them anything more than a kind of singular, unverifiable
speech. Nothing binds the infidel’s words to the truth
of a community, and when nothing prevents a lie,
speech loses all mean-ing. 25 Yet sometimes such
speech persists and grows, insisting upon itself while
talking about foreign gods, or the injustices committed against it by those on the inside, and this makes
the community nervous. Here, where babble becomes
blasphemy, we find that what is ultimately so
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threatening about these voices is not their simple being-thus but their blatant disregard for the conditions
of “our” sovereign truth” (The Journal of Speculative
Philosophy 31, no. 3 (2017): 358-71.)
He goes on to say, “Western history—which
is to say, under the gaze of sovereignty—magic has
routinely been attributed to the outsider, but this was
almost always to degrade that outsider’s speech in
some way: magic, which does not “really” exist, is a
kind of babble or malicious, collective hypnotism”
(Leib 2017:365)
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